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Abstract

We present an online algorithm for planning sequences
of footstep locations that encode goal-directed navigation
strategies for humanoid robots. Planning footsteps is more
general than most existing navigation methods designed
for wheeled robots, since the options of stepping over or
upon obstacles in a cluttered terrain are available. Given
a discrete set of plausible footstep locations, a forward dy-
namic programming approach is used to compute a foot-
step sequence to a specified goal location in the environ-
ment. Heuristics designed to minimize the number and
complexity of the step motions are used to encode cost
functions used for searching a footstep transition graph.
If successful, the planner returns an optimal sequence of
footstep locations according to the cost functions and plau-
sible sets of footstep locations defined. We show results
from an experimental implementation of the algorithm run-
ning on the H7 humanoid robot. Using a stereo vision sys-
tem to sense obstacles in the immediate environment and
identify a target goal location, the robot updates the cur-
rent optimal footstep sequence to the goal from its present
location.

1 Introduction

As humanoid robotics hardware technology continues to
progress, there will be a need for software and algorithms
useful to improving the usability and autonomy of these
complex machines. One important area of need will be
software for safe, autonomous navigation in human envi-
ronments such as homes and offices.

Research on global path planning and navigation strate-
gies for mobile robots has a large and extensive history in
the robotics literature. Since the problem can usually be
modeled as searching for a collision-free path in a 2D en-
vironment, very efficient and complete algorithms can be
employed (for an overview, see [7]). However, most of
these techniques apply to wheeled robots which must al-
ways circumvent obstacles. In contrast, legged robots (in-

Figure 1: Online footstep planning: (top row: H7 humanoid and

candidate walking surface area extracted from 3D stereo depth

map; bottom row: distortion-corrected obstacle map after thresh-

olding, and calculated optimal footstep sequence to target.

cluding biped humanoids) have the unique ability to tra-
verse obstacles by stepping over or upon them. This opens
up new avenues and possibilities for strategic navigation
planning.

2 Related Research

Patla and colleagues have studied the problem of how hu-
mans perform local planning over irregular terrain based
on visual feedback[14, 13, 15]. For humanoid robots,
most existing research has focused on pre-generating sta-
ble walking trajectories (e.g. [2, 21, 9]), or on dynamic
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Figure 2: Planned statically-stable footstep sequence for the hu-

manoid H6 navigating in a simulated cluttered office.

balance and control (e.g. [19, 16]). Recently, techniques
have been developed to generate stable walking trajecto-
ries online [12, 11], though these results do not account
for obstacles. For quadruped robots, adaptive gait gen-
eration and control on irregular terrain and among obsta-
cles has been previously studied [3]. This method has not
yet been applied to biped robots. Sensor-based obstacle-
avoidance techniques have been developed for bipeds nav-
igating in unknown environments [20, 8]. However, such
reactive methods can become trapped in local loops or
dead-ends, since they do not consider global information.
Other related techniques in computer animation that use
footprint placement for motion specification have been de-
veloped for bipeds[1, 18], and quadrupeds[5, 17]. We
previously implemented a global planning approach for
bipeds that generated statically-stable walking motions for
a simulated H6 robot in cluttered environments [6] (see
Figure 2). In this paper, we allow stepping motions that
are not statically-stable, but also simplify the robot walk-
ing model and obstacle collision checking to reduce the
computational cost. Our current implementation is fast
enough to enable continuous replanning during each step
cycle, and has been run successfully on a real robot.

Our approach is to build a search tree from a discrete
set of feasible footstep locations corresponding to candi-
date stable stepping motion trajectories. Using standard
dynamic programming techniques, we compute a sequence
of footstep placements to reach a goal region in an envi-
ronment with obstacles. This has the advantage of plan-
ning a global navigation strategy for bipeds that includes
the ability to step over obstacles. Encoded heuristics mini-
mize the number and complexity of the steps taken, as well
as guide the search. Given a proper admissable heuristic
cost function, the planner can compute optimal sequences
of footstep locations to reach a goal, according to the cost
function defined. This strategy can be computed efficiently
on standard PC hardware (usually in a fraction of a second
for paths involving less than 20 steps to reach the goal).
We have connected a preliminary version of this planner to
an online stereo vision system and walking trajectory gen-
erator for the humanoid robot H7. The robot continuously
updates a walking area map computed by the stereo vision
system, and replans an optimal footstep sequence to reach
the current goal.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3
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Figure 3: Valid footstep region for the right foot of H7 while

supported by the left foot (continuous and discrete samples).

gives an overview of the biped stepping model, Section 4
describes the algorithm, Section 5 shows some results on
an experimental implementation using the humanoid H7,
and Section 6 concludes with a summary discussion.

3 Biped Navigation Model

Although the search technique adopted is very general, we
currently make the following simplifying assumptions:

1. The environment floor is flat and contains non-
moving obstacles.

2. A discrete set of feasible footstep placement positions
and associated stepping motions are pre-computed.

3. Only the floor surface is currently allowed for foot
placement (not obstacle surfaces).

Stable Footstep Locations: The biped model comes
with a pre-determined set of feasible footstep locations for
each foot. For example, Figure 3 shows the continuous,
feasible footstep range FRright for the right foot while bal-
anced on the left foot, and an example discrete set of foot
placements. The placements for the left foot simply mirror
the right foot placements, which is possible for symmetric
bipeds.

In selecting which footstep placements to include in the
discrete set used during the search, we chose a distribution
of placements along the edge of the reachable region at dif-
ferent relative foot angles, as well as a few interior place-
ments to allow the robot to maneuver in tight areas. This
choice is currently only heuristic, and attempts to strike a
balance between maximizing the navigation options, while
minimizing the total number of discrete placements. In our
implementation, we selected a total of 19 placements for
each foot (see Section 5).

The number of placements is particularly important, as
it determines the branching factor of the search tree. Some
relative rotation of the foot sole with respect to the support
leg is necessary in order for the robot to alter its global
orientation. A few backward foot placements are used to
provide additional maneuverability for navigating environ-
ments with areas of limited free space. We note that alter-
natively, one could define multi-step “turn-in-place” mo-
tions to explicitly allow for larger changes in orientation
at each discrete search step. This has not yet been imple-
mented in our system.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the planning algorithm.

After all footstep locations have been defined, we gen-
erate dynamically-stable walking trajectories to transition
between different footstep placements using the online al-
goritm presented in [11].

4 Footstep Planning Algorithm

The planner accepts as input a discrete set of robot foot-
print locations, a walking surface area environment map,
and a heuristic cost function. The 2D footprint contour
and environment map is used for collision checking. If the
planner successfully finds a solution, it outputs a minimal-
cost sequence of encoded footstep placements and transi-
tions. An overview of the planner is shown in Figure 4.
Each of the main components are described in the follow-
ing sections.

Dynamic Programming: Given a set of discrete place-
ments, we adopt a forward dynamic programming ap-
proach to planning navigation strategies. For an overview
of the relevant techniques used here, the reader is referred
to any textbook on artificial intelligence or game search
trees (e.g. [4] or [10]). Since an exhaustive search is too
expensive, we employ A* which uses a greedy (yet ad-
missable) heuristic in order to prune the search tree. If suc-
cessful, the planner returns an optimal sequence of footstep
locations according to the given cost function defined.

Starting from an initial biped configuration Qinit , a
search tree of possible footstep placements is constructed
as in Figure 5. The planner maintains a priority queue of
search nodes containing a footprint placement configura-
tion and a heuristic cost value (see Section 4). The nodes
are inserted into the queue based on their cost.

Initially, the queue is initialized with a single node Ninit ,
which contains the starting configuration Qinit . At each it-
eration, the planner removes the lowest-cost (higher prior-
ity) node Nmin from the priority queue. Successor nodes of
Nmin are generated that correspond to all potential place-
ment locations for the next footstep. Collision checking is
used to eliminate successor nodes which result in obstacle
collisions (see Section 4).

When a successor node is generated that falls within the
predefined goal region, the search terminates and a solu-
tion path back to the root node of the tree is returned. The
solution path defines a discrete sequence of footprint place-
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Figure 5: Search tree rooted at the initial configuration. Succes-

sor states that resulted in collisions (dark leaf nodes) are pruned

from the search.

ments which when executed will take the robot from Qinit

to the goal region.
The search can fail in one of two ways:

• No more valid successor nodes can be generated. In
this case, no collision-free footstep sequence exists
using the given discrete set of relative footprint place-
ments.

• The running time of the search exceeded the maxi-
mum allowable or the size of the search tree exceeded
a pre-determined limit on the maximum number of
nodes. In this case, the planner fails to reach the goal,
but the lowest cost path computed so far can be re-
turned.

Estimated Cost Heuristic: We encode a simple greedy
heuristic by defining a cost function L (Q) which is used
for maintaining the priority queue. L (Q) combines the
cost of the path taken so far along with an estimate of the
cost to reach the goal region.

L (Q) = wdD(NQ)+wρ ρ(NQ)+wgX (Q,Qg)

The first two terms define the cost of the path to con-
figuration Q from Qinit . D(NQ) is the depth of the node
NQ in the tree. ρ(NQ) is a function that encodes a small
penalty for path sequences that include steps which incur
orientation changes or backward steps. These terms have
the combined effect of favoring paths with fewer steps, as
well as slightly favoring paths with long sequences of for-
ward, straight-line steps.

The final term represents an estimated cost from the cur-
rent configuration to the goal region. X (Q,Qg) approxi-
mates the minimum number of steps needed to traverse the
straight-line distance between the footprint location at Q,
and a footprint in the center of the goal region Qg.

Each of the terms are weighted relative to each other by
the factors wd , wρ , and wg. These values were determined
experimentally, and are listed in Section 5. More research
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Figure 6: Planned footstep sequences for two different goal lo-

cations using the same obstacle map.

is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of different possi-
ble values for weighting parameters or alternative heuristic
functions (see Section 6).

Obstacle Collision-checking: We require some kind of
collision-checking algorithm to test the feasibility of po-
tential footstep placement positions. If a node results in a
footstep placement which causes a collision between the
robot and an obstacle, that node is pruned from the search
tree.

In our implementation, we used a simplified collision-
checking strategy based on a simple 2D polygon-polygon
intersection test between the outline of the obstacle pro-
jection to the walking surface, and the outline of the foot
geometry at the attempted footstep placement position. If
the polygons intersect, the node is discarded. If not, then
an approximate method is used to verify that any candidate
free-leg trajectory is free of obstacles. Although not fully
utilized in our system, minimum distance information al-
lows us to enforce conservative safety bounds on how close
the robot geometry is allowed to approach obstacle sur-
faces. Stepping motions which result in the robot grazing
too close to an obstacle surface can be either pruned from
the search tree, or assigned a higher cost.

We should note the special case of obstacles which have
a “negative” height (e.g. holes in the floor, or other gaps
in the walking surface). Furthermore, since the collision
checking is a rather expensive part of the planning process,
we adopt a lazy-evaluation approach to collision-checking.
Instead of testing all successor nodes prior to insertion in
the queue, we simply insert all successors and perform the
minimum distance calculations after a node is removed
from the priority queue. If there is a collision, we simply
discard the node and extract the next node in the queue.

5 Experiments

This section presents some preliminary results using a pro-
totype planner running onine on the humanoid robot H7.
Figure 7 shows the output of the 3D vision system.

Figure 8 shows a calculated footstep sequence for a
model of the humanoid robot H7 navigating in the labo-
ratory. The sequence is computed to reach a circular goal
region. Figure 8 shows snapshots taken while running the

Figure 7: Vision Processing steps. (top row:) raw camera im-

ages and resulting 3D Depthmap; (bottom row:) mesh model,

planar surface identification, and final walking area map.

goal following planning pogram. There were a total of
19 discrete foot placements considered for each foot. The
search tree contained approximately 1,100 nodes. Consid-
ering that the number of nodes required for a brute-force,
breadth-first search on a footstep sequence length of 18
steps is more than 1021, this is quite satisfactory. The path
was computed in less than 0.5 seconds on an 800 MHz
Pentium II running Linux.

The weighting factors used for the cost function were
wd = 1.0, wρ = 0.2, and wg = 1.0. These values were de-
termined experimentally, and offered reasonable results.

6 Discussion

We have presented an online algorithm for planning se-
quences of footstep locations that encode goal-directed
navigation strategies for humanoid robots. Given a discrete
set of plausible footstep locations, a forward dynamic pro-
gramming approach is used to compute footstep sequences
to a specified goal location. If successful, the planner re-
turns an optimal sequence of footstep locations according
to the cost functions and plausible sets of footstep locations
defined. We show results from an experimental implemen-
tation of the algorithm running on the H7 humanoid robot.
Using a stereo vision system to sense obstacles in the im-
mediate environment and identify a target goal location,
the robot updates the current optimal footstep sequence to
the goal from its present location.

A number of important improvements can be made to
our current system, and these form the basis of our future
work: 1) Extending the method to handle environments
with uneven terrain; 2) The ability of the robot to step
upon the surface of obstacles; 3) Designing and investigat-
ing the effects of different heuristics on the efficiency of
the search; 4) Including dynamic stepping motions that in-
crease the range of reachable footstep placements (includ-
ing hopping or jumping between stable states.
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Figure 8: Snapshots of the humanoid H7 calculating and executing online the footstep sequence from Figure 1
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